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God has commissioned us to go throughout 

the world and make disciples.   

The OFCC feels the greatest need is  

here in the United States. 

For some reason we overlook our 

backyards and focus on someone 

else's! (other countries) 

We know there is a need throughout 

the world but our focus with the 

OFCC is to clean up our own yards. 

So, for the past 12 years we have taken back God's Kingdom  

here in Oklahoma. 

Our emphasis  

has been to get  

outside the box,  

to be all things,  

to tear down all barriers,  

so the lost can see Christ 

through our actions. 

We have pursued many avenues  

in doing this;  Ranch Rodeos,  

Ranch Playdays, Cuttings,  

Ropings, Barrel Races,  

Sortings, etc...  

y'all know! 



Two years ago we even started  

Cowboy Action Shooting Evangelism! 

And this year we put into action a  

3D Archery adventure and incorporated  

the Deerman 3D Archery Team. 

It was a great success! 

The Gould family started  

Deerman 3D Archery  

with the intent to share the  

Gospel and they brought a great 

message out in the field  

in the middle of the competition. 

 
 

If your church would like to 

contact them for your own  

3D Archery event, here is 

their information; 
 

(580) 421-3564 

the3dorg@hotmail.com 

 
Jesus said "Go throughout the world",  

Paul said for us to be all things,  

so I guess what  

I'm trying  

to say is 

continue to go,  

continue to do,  

continue  

outside the box  

where the  

people live! 
 





Send us your event flyers & results  

so we can post ‘em on the website  

& in these Blue Lightnin’ Reports! 

ofccranch.com 

 

WHAT’S  
YOUR  

CHURCH 
DOING? 



We, as people living  

in this world, have  
something in common.   

We tend to see only what is 
directly in front of us in-
stead of what is to be.   

Our lives can be like a 
roller coaster… 

on top of everything one 

second and plummeting to 
the bottom in the next.   

The thing we have in  
common is that we tend to 
remember the lows…but when we 

are way up on top of that peak we 
forget to take that feeling with us  

to the bottom of the valley. 
The way we can keep our focus, see 
the spring from the winter, see the 

mountaintop from the valley… 
is by remembering God's word. 

 

Though I walk through the valley of 

the shadow of death, I will not fear . 
 

He will never leave us or forsake us 
 

God will give us rest. 
 

With God everything is possible. 





OKLAHOMA FELLOWSHIP  

OF COWBOY CHURCHES 

RIDIN’  

FOR  

THE  

BRAND ! 

What’s the  

difference  

between the 

bird flu &  

the swine flu? 

? ? ? 

One requires 

Tweetment,  

the other  

requires  

Oinkment! 


